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How to Speak Democrat (if you have to) 

Talking to a Democrat can be frustrating. Often, it seems like they are speaking an entirely different language -- and in many cases, they 

are! For this reason, in the hopes of facilitating cross-party dialogue and mutual understanding, I have compiled what I believe to be the 

first comprehensive Democrat-to-English dictionary, featuring words commonly used by Democrats, and their English translations, 

alphabetized for your convenience: 

•America (United States of): A country located in the N. Western Hemisphere that is last on every scale. 

•Bible: A text that should be banned under all circumstances for the hate speech included. 

•Birth Certificate: An official birth record required of all US Presidents, unless you are a Democrat. 

•Capitalism: A system of economic organization that should be avoided at all costs. 

•Christmas: A holiday having nothing to do with the birth of Jesus Christ. 

•Compromise: (common) See Democrat platform. 

•Coast (East): The coast of the continental United States that all good law is made. 

•Coast (West): The other coast that encourages the other coast. 

•Communism: Governmental System that has good point and should be considered to replace Capitalism. 

•Condescending: Accurately informed. 

•Constitution (U.S.): The founding document of the United States, the text of which must be ignored. 

•Corporations: must be stopped at all costs. 

•Deficits: How government operates. 

•Democrat: Highest form of humanity. 

•Election: Means nothing. 

•Elitist: Any conservative thinking they know more than a liberal. 

•Endangered Species: Animals that are used to stop corporations. 

•Evolution: A fact. If questioned change the subject and belittle the questioner. 

•Extremist (Conservative): Home grown terrorist. 

•Fact: Relative 

•Forest (National): Plants used to stop corporations, and good for wild fires. 

•Gut: Region of the body below which all punches should be made. 

•Homosexuality: Religion beyond reproach. 

•Hitler: Republican 

•Jesus: Just a guy that the Republicans follow blindly. 

•League (Ivy): an association of eight Eastern universities and colleges, from which qualifies a candidate for political office. 



•Liberal: A person who should be listened to and submitted to by force of law when convenient. 

•Marxism: Better than the current economic system, where you can get your money for nothing. 

•Media (Mainstream): Perfected information distributors not to be questioned. 

•Medicare: Sacrosanct mechanism to ration healthcare. 

•Mexicans (non-citizens): Voters. 

•Mountaintops: Where pie in the ski can be found. 

•Muslims: A people group that is above reproach and should be bowed to at every opportunity. 

•News: ABC, CBS, NBC, MSNBC, CNN (Anything but Fox News) 

•Obamacare: A cure-all for the healthcare woes of the US, even though it’s never worked anywhere else. 

•Organic: good food that costs more to make (poor folks need not know this word). 

•Party (Tea): Terrorists. 

•Poll: Manipulation mechanism to convince the masses that the Democrats are correct. 

•Poverty: A condition that can be solved by taking from those that have until they are in poverty too. 

•Propaganda: The politically motivated dissemination of biased information, opinion, or data through Fox News. 

•Punishment (Capital): Terrorism. 

•Racism: Anything that offends or contradicts liberal ideology. 

•Regulation: Rules issued by a government agency to move the liberal agenda forward without regard for consequences. 

•Ronald Reagan: Terrorist. 

•Scientist: A person who believes in the left-wing agenda to the point of ignoring actual data and the scientific method. 

•Social Security: The best example of a governmental program. 

•Socialism: The way things ought to be. 

•Taxes: Sharing the wealth. 

•Torture: Taking a picture of a terrorist with a panty on their head. 

•Terrorist: Anybody that doesn’t believe in the left-wing utopia. 

•Unbiased: Liberal ideology. 

•Wealthy (the): Terrorist  

•Up: A direction which, depending on circumstances, is down. 

•Warming (Global): An anomalous, anthropogenic increase in the earth's atmospheric and oceanic temperatures that Has nothing to do 

with the natural planetary cycle (also see scientist). 

•Welfare: A government program to distribute Republican wealth to any Democrat voter or union worker. 

•No: (no translation available, unless you know what the definition of is is) 


